We investigated the brain network involved in speech sensorimotor processing by studying patients with poststroke aphasia using an altered auditory feedback (AAF) paradigm. We combined lesion-symptom-mapping analysis and behavioral testing to examine the pervasiveness of speech sensorimotor deficits and their relationship with cortical damage. Sixteen participants with aphasia and sixteen neurologically intact individuals completed a speech task under AAF. The task involved producing speech vowel sounds under the real-time pitchshifted auditory feedback alteration. This task provided an objective measure for each individual's ability to compensate for mismatch (error) in speech auditory feedback. Results indicated that compensatory speech responses to AAF were significantly diminished in participants with aphasia compared with control. We observed that within the aphasic group, subjects with lower scores on the speech repetition task exhibited greater degree of diminished responses. Lesion-symptom-mapping analysis revealed that the onset phase (50-150 ms) of diminished AAF responses were predicted by damage to auditory cortical regions within the superior and middle temporal gyrus, whereas the rising phase (150-250 ms) and the peak (250-350 ms) of diminished AAF responses were predicted with damage to the inferior frontal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus areas, respectively. These findings suggest that damage to the auditory, motor, and auditory-motor integration networks are associated with impaired sensorimotor function for speech error processing. We suggest that a sensorimotor integration network, as revealed by brain regions related to temporal specific components of AAF responses, is related to speech processing and specific aspects of speech impairment, notably repetition deficits, in individuals with aphasia.
Introduction
Aphasia is an acquired speech-language disorder commonly resulting from post-stroke damage to the left-hemisphere. Depending on factors such as the size, location, and type of the stroke, individuals with aphasia exhibit a wide range of behavioral variability including, but not limited to, impairments in speech fluency, auditory comprehension, wordfinding, and speech repetition that impact everyday communication ability. There is growing evidence that speech production impairments may be impacted by injury beyond the dedicated language production system, including lower-level speech motor mechanisms that are not directly influenced by language-dependent neural processes (Josephs et al., 2006; Whitwell et al., 2013; Basilakos et al., 2015) . However, the underlying mechanisms of speech and language are often conflated, and challenges have persisted in providing definitive distinction between the neural processes that subserve these functions in the human brain (Fridriksson et al., 2013 (Fridriksson et al., , 2015a . In addition, due to the large degree of variability in lesion anatomy and its behavioral consequences, a common and unified account of lesion-behavior relationship has not been wellestablished for aphasia. These challenges have been aggravated by the lack of consensus regarding how speech-language deficits should be qualified (or quantified), and by the fact that there are several combinations of characteristics that define specific behavioral impairments in post-stroke individuals with aphasia.
Converging evidence from several studies has corroborated the notion that certain aspects of behavioral impairment in aphasia are accounted for by damage to the sensorimotor network that supports auditory feedback processing during speech (Anderson, 1997; Fridriksson et al., 2010 Fridriksson et al., , 2013 Fridriksson et al., , 2015b Buchsbaum et al., 2011) . Deficits in sensorimotor integration have been implicated in conduction aphasia because of the hallmark difficulty with speech repetition, which requires the interfacing of incoming sensory information (i.e. the auditory target) with the outgoing motor production. Despite relative strengths in comprehension and fluency, individuals with conduction aphasia typically exhibit significant difficulty in correcting their speech errors during a speech repetition task, representing a severe impairment of sensorimotor integration mechanisms Josephs et al., 2006; Fridriksson et al., 2010; Buchsbaum et al., 2011) . This notion is corroborated by findings that speakers with conduction aphasia are less sensitive to the disruptive effects of delayed auditory feedback as predicted by damage to the auditory-motor integration network (Boller and Marcie, 1978; . Errors in production, or paraphasias, as well as less severe degrees of impairment with repetition are also common in other aphasia subtypes such as Broca's, Wernicke's, or anomic (Fridriksson et al., 2008 (Fridriksson et al., , 2009 (Fridriksson et al., , 2016 . These overlapping behavioral symptoms are in support of the assumption that similar speech-language impairments result from similar underlying patterns of brain damage, and are indicative of a common neural substrate underlying speech sensorimotor integration. However, individuals with aphasia may show variable degrees of impairment along the continuum depending on the severity of stroke and lesion characteristics.
In the context of the dual-stream model Poeppel, 2004, 2007; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Rauschecker, 2011 Rauschecker, , 2012 Hickok, 2012a) , deficits in speech sensorimotor integration have been attributed to damage to neural structures that support the strongly left-hemisphere dominant dorsal stream network. The dorsal stream includes areas within the prefrontal, temporal, and parietal cortices that constitute a sensorimotor network for planning, execution, and motor control of speech. The principles of this model are centered around the idea of an internal forward model that estimates the dynamical states of speech articulators based on learned and internally maintained associations between planned motor commands and their actual sensory (e.g., auditory and somatosensory) feedback Houde and Nagarajan 2011; Hickok, 2012a) . According to this model, online speech control is not directly mediated by incoming sensory feedback from productions, but rather via internal representations of predicted sensory consequences of planned motor commands that provide rapid corrective feedback to speech controllers in case of erroneous productions even before the actual feedback has become available. During overt production, actual feedback can also be used to correct for speech feedback errors, and subsequently update the internal forward model representation. The schematic of the proposed dorsal stream network model for speech motor control is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this model, the auditory system, which codes the targets for speech gestures, interacts with the premotor and motor systems through a sensorimotor interface, which is proposed to be predominantly localized in the Sylvian fissure at the boundary between the parietal and temporal lobes (i.e., area Spt) (Hickok et al., 2003 (Hickok et al., , 2008 . This sensorimotor interface provides two potential sources of feedback control: internal, whereby motor plans are checked against their auditory targets via forward motor-to-sensory prediction and corrected internally if necessary prior to overt production, and external, whereby errors of produced speech can be compared against their targets for correction. Errors are detected via mismatches between sensory targets and motor predictions. In a laboratory environment, overt speech errors can be simulated by applying an online altered auditory feedback (AAF) stimulus to externally induce mismatch between the predicted and overtly detected speech. As a result, the error signal is translated into corrective motor commands via the auditory-motor interface for speech control. Evidence from several studies has supported the role of sensorimotor networks in speech error detection and correction and have shown that speakers generate compensatory motor responses to correct for alterations in their speech auditory feedback (Behroozmand et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2013; Greenlee et al., 2013; Niziolek and Guenther, 2013) .
In aphasia, damage to different brain areas in the left hemisphere may disrupt sensorimotor interactions for speech error processing (Fridriksson, 2010; Fridriksson et al., 2013; Basilakos et al., 2014) . For example, individuals with conduction aphasia are capable of detecting errors in their own speech due to preserved auditory error detection mechanisms, but they make frequent speech repetition errors possibly because motor speech error processing is disrupted by inaccurate forward predictions, or because detected errors are not translated into corrective commands due to damage to the auditory-motor interface (Baldo et al., 2008; Fridriksson et al., 2010) . Historically, damage to the arcuate fasciculus was attributed to this pattern of deficits, but more recent neuroimaging studies have indicated that a posterior region of the parietal-temporal boundary (area Spt) plays an integral role for speech sensorimotor integration (Buchsbaum et al., 2011; Hickok et al., 2011; Hickok, 2012a; Rogalsky et al., 2015) . Despite the existing evidence, our understanding of sensorimotor feedback in aphasia has been mostly limited to examining repetition deficits within the conduction aphasia group, and therefore, comprehensive knowledge about the relationship between lesion characteristics and impaired sensorimotor integration in aphasia is scant. To overcome this shortcoming, it is crucial to conduct large-scale investigations that do not rely on data only from a certain group of post-stroke individuals (i.e., conduction aphasia), but rather on Fig. 1 . The auditory-motor integration model of speech. In this model, the auditory-motor interface transforms speech motor plans into forward prediction of auditory feedback. The auditory system compares forward predictions with actual speech feedback to detect prediction errors in response to altered auditory feedback (AAF). The auditory system also detects sensory prediction errors in response to AAF by comparing the intended auditory target with actual feedback from speech. The generated sensorimotor errors are translated into corrective signals by the auditory-motor interface to adjust the speech motor parameters to control speech output in response to AAF. data that include a more diverse group of aphasic individuals with variable patterns of brain damage and behavioral characteristics. In addition, in order to provide a more clear definition of impaired sensorimotor function in aphasia, we need to develop objective biomarkers that are specifically designed to probe the integrity of error processing mechanisms during speech production and motor control.
In the present study, we took a critical step toward this goal by relating the pattern of left-hemisphere brain lesions in a diverse group of aphasic individuals to a widely-studied behavioral biomarker of sensorimotor integration, the compensation response to altered auditory feedback (AAF). The AAF biomarker is a robust identifier of sensorimotor impairments in that it measures compensatory speech motor responses to externally-induced error signals that can be detected and corrected for by the auditory-motor system. The pitch-shift stimulus (PSS) is the most commonly-studied type of AAF, which involves manipulating the auditory feedback by digitally shifting a talker's voice pitch during speech (Burnett et al., 1998; Larson, 1998) . It has been demonstrated that delivering PSS creates a mismatch (error) between internally-predicted and actual speech feedback that is detected by the auditory system (Behroozmand et al., 2009 (Behroozmand et al., , 2016 Greenlee et al., 2013) . The detection of PSS activates corrective motor commands that compensate for speech feedback errors (Hawco and Jones, 2009; Behroozmand et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2013; Houde and Chang, 2015) . In this study, we implemented PSS as an AAF biomarker to determine the degree of impaired sensorimotor integration in post-stroke aphasia, and used lesion data to identify the pattern of brain damage associated with this effect. We hypothesized that a distinctive pattern of cortical damage would predict diminished speech compensation responses to AAF. In the context of the dual-stream model, we hypothesized that damage to the feedforward motor mechanisms would result in the impairment of motor prediction signals, as well as the corrective speech motor commands, and therefore, would show the strongest correlation with diminished responses to AAF. In addition, we hypothesized that damage to the auditory-motor integration network (e.g., area Spt) would impair the translation of motor-tosensory prediction, and would also impair the translation of error signals into corrective motor commands for speech control, which may result in partial impairment of sensorimotor network underlying speech compensation responses to AAF.
Materials and methods

Subjects
A total of 16 participants with post-stroke aphasia (12 males; age range: 41-79 yrs; mean age: 60.3 yrs), and 16 neurologically intact control subjects (10 males; age range: 44-76 yrs; mean age: 62.1 yrs) were recruited. All participants with aphasia were recruited from the Aphasia Lab at the University of South Carolina and each had undergone testing with the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB) (Kertesz, 1982 (Kertesz, , 2007 as well as high-resolution T1-MRI scanning. At the time of testing, all participants with aphasia were at least 6 months post stroke, with a mean age of 56.47 years old at the time of stroke (SD ¼ 10.68) and a mean time post stroke of 38.53 months (SD ¼ 52.68). The mean Aphasia Quotient, a measure of aphasia severity on the WAB was 64.97 (SD ¼ 19.86) . Based on the WAB aphasia classification system, the distribution of aphasia types across the 16 participants was as follows: anomic aphasia ¼ 5; Broca's aphasia ¼ 6; and conduction aphasia ¼ 5. Both the individuals with post-stroke aphasia and the normal controls passed a binaural hearing screening and had thresholds of 40 dB or less at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4 000 Hz. Subjects in the control group had no history of speech, language, or neurological disorders, and were recruited from the greater Columbia, SC area through word-of-mouth and flyers. All subjects agreed to study inclusion, and the research was approved by the University of South Carolina Institutional Review Board. All subjects were monetarily compensated for their participation time.
Experimental design
The experiment was conducted in a sound-attenuated booth in which the subjects' responses to AAF were measured during a speech task shown in Fig. 2 . During this task, subjects were instructed to begin producing the steady speech vowel sound /a/ at their conversational pitch and loudness following the onset of a "GO" visual cue on the screen. Subjects were instructed to maintain their steady speech production for 2-3 s while taking 3-4 s breaks between trials. During each trial, a brief (200 ms) pitch-shift stimulus altered speech auditory feedback randomly in either upward (þ100 cents, 1 semitone) or downward (À100 cents) direction. The onset time of pitch-shift stimuli was randomized between 750 and 1 250 ms relative to speech onset in each trial. At the beginning of each session, subjects were provided with a brief practice to familiarize them with the speech task and to ensure that they were producing vowel sounds of adequate length. Once it was determined that they understood the procedure, speech signals were recorded for a total of 200-220 trials (100-110 trials per pitch-shift stimulus direction). Subjects were monitored throughout the task to ensure that they continued vowel production as directed and offered breaks if they appeared to be experiencing vocal fatigue.
Speech data acquisition and analysis
Subjects' speech signal was picked up using a head-mounted AKG condenser microphone (model C520), amplified by a Motu Ultralite-MK3 and recorded at 44.1 kHz on a laboratory computer. The Max program (Cycling 74, v.5.0) controlled the timing of the visual cues and the timing, magnitude and direction of pitch-shift stimuli, and generated TTL pulses to mark the onset of speech and pitch-shift stimuli in each trial. Data were analyzed to extract the behavioral measure of speech compensation responses to AAF pitch-shift stimuli. First, the pitch frequency of the recorded speech signals was extracted in Praat (Boersma and Weenik, 2001 ) using an autocorrelation method and then exported to a custom-made MATLAB code for further processing. The extracted pitch frequencies were segmented into epochs ranging from À100 ms before to 500 ms after the onset of pitch-shift stimuli. Pitch frequencies were then converted from Hertz to the Cents scale to calculate speech compensation magnitude in response to the pitch-shift stimulus using the following formula:
Speech Compensation Magnitude ¼ 1200 Â log 2 ðF=F Baseline Þ Here, F is the post-stimulus pitch frequency and F Baseline is the baseline pitch frequency from À100 to 0 ms pre-stimulus. Artefactual responses to pitch shifts in the auditory feedback due to large-magnitude voluntary vocal pitch modulations were rejected by removing trials in which speech responses exceeded ± 500 cents in magnitude. The extracted pitch contours were then averaged for each individual subject across all trials for upward and downward pitch shifts, separately. The individual pitch contours were averaged across all subjects to obtain the grand-average profile of the speech compensation responses for each group (aphasia vs. control), separately.
MRI data collection and analysis
MRI data were acquired with a 3 T Siemens Trio system fitted with a 12-channel head-coil. All participants with aphasia were scanned with two MRI sequences: (i) T1-weighted imaging sequence using a 3D MP-RAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid-gradient echo) [ 
Preprocessing of structural images
Images were converted to NIfTI format using dcm2niix (Li et al., 2016) . Stroke lesions were demarcated by a neurologist (L.B.) in MRIcron (Rorden et al., 2012) on individual T2 MRIs (in native space). Note that the lesions demarcated on the T2-MRI images were used for the purpose of normalization, visualization of lesion overlay maps in Fig. 3 , and to estimate lesion size, which was included as a factor in the lesion-symptom-mapping analyses. The greatest gray-matter lesion overlap among the patients was in the left superior, middle and inferior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, Rolandic operculum, insula, supramarginal gyrus, angular gyrus, superior temporal pole, superior and middle temporal gyrus, Heschl's gyrus, superior and inferior parietal gyrus, and middle occipital gyrus where 50% (8 of 16) of patients had damage. Preprocessing began with the coregistration of the T2 MRI to match the T1 MRIs, aligning the lesions to native T1 space. Images were warped to standard space using the enantiomorphic (Nachev et al., 2008) segmentation-normalization custom Matlab script (https:// github.com/rordenlab/spmScripts/blob/master/nii_enat_norm.m) to warp the images to an age-appropriate template image included with the SPM Clinical Toolbox (Rorden et al., 2012) . The normalization parameters were used to reslice the lesion into standard space using linear interpolation, with the resulting lesion maps stored at 1 Â 1 Â 1 mm Fig. 2 . The experimental paradigm for altered auditory feedback (AAF). The task involves steady production of the speech vowel sound /a/ for approximately 2-3 s while a pitch-shift stimulus (PSS) at ±100 cents alters the online auditory feedback of speech. The PSS stimuli are delivered at a randomized time between 750 and 1250 ms after the onset of speech. resolution and binarized using a 50% threshold (because interpolation can lead to fractional probabilities, this step ensures that each voxel is categorically either lesioned or unlesioned without biasing overall lesion volume). All normalized images were visually inspected to verify the quality of preprocessing.
Regions of interest
The primary analyses of this study related z-score-transformed mean image intensities (corrected for multiple comparisons) in 12 a priori selected regions of interest (ROI) in the left hemisphere (Table 1) to the behavioral measures of speech compensation in response to AAF stimuli. The regions of interest included in our analyses consisted of cortical areas in the left hemisphere, and were selected based on a review of the relevant literature, to encompass areas that have been historically associated with dorsal stream network for speech processing and sensorimotor integration (Hickok and Poeppel, 2000 , 2007 Poeppel and Hickok, 2004; Fridriksson et al., 2016) . The cortical ROIs were selected from the "Automated Anatomical Labeling" (AAL) atlas for gray matter (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and were submitted for analysis to determine lesion predictors of speech sensorimotor impairment in aphasia. In this procedure, the gray matter tissue was segmented into ROIs according to the AAL atlas, after the lesion mask was removed from the gray matter tissues. The 50% threshold was applied to the lesion mask since during the normalization process the lesion mask is smoothed and interpolated to avoid jagged edges at the boundary between lesion and gray matter tissue.
Lesion-symptom-mapping analysis
A univariate lesion-symptom-mapping (LSM) analysis was performed to identify localized brain damage within the selected ROIs that was associated with speech sensorimotor impairments, as indexed by diminished speech compensation responses to AAF. Only ROIs where at least five participants had damage were included in our analysis. The LSM analysis procedures were implemented in the NiiStat toolbox for MATLAB (www.nitrc.org/projects/niistat) in which the cortical regions comprised a neuroanatomical model where the mean intensity value in each ROI was entered into a regression analysis to predict diminished speech compensation responses to AAF. In this analysis, ROI-based statistical significance was determined by voxel-based permutation thresholding (5000 permutations) to control for multiple comparisons. LSM results are typically reported as a standardized brain map showing the statistical likelihood that a lesion location predicts performance deficit on a given behavioral test. In this study, the statistical maps of lesion predictors for speech sensorimotor impairment in aphasia were calculated in t-scores with degrees of freedom df ¼ n -2 (n: total number of samples) transformed into z-scores for generating the standardized statistical brain maps. As the overall lesion size can be correlated with behavioral impairments, and therefore, is a nuisance variable of no interest, the overall lesion volume was entered as a covariate and its effect on speech sensorimotor impairment has been factored out in the LSM analysis.
Results
Speech compensation to AAF
The profiles of the grand-average speech compensatory responses to AAF overlaid across aphasia and control groups are shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen in this figure, subjects in both groups generated compensatory speech responses that opposed AAF direction for upward (Fig. 4A) and downward (Fig. 4B ) pitch-shift stimuli at þ100 and À100 cents, respectively. In both groups, the onset latency of speech compensation responses was approximately 100 ms after pitch-shift stimulus onset, and the peak of compensation was reached approximately 300 ms poststimulus. Results of our analysis did not reveal any significant effects of group or AAF direction on the onset and peak latencies of speech compensation responses. However, analysis of the magnitude of responses in a time window at 0-500 ms post-stimulus revealed a significant main effect of group (F (1,30) ¼ 16.02, p < 0.001), indicating that the magnitude of speech compensation responses to AAF was larger in the control compared with aphasia group. In the control group, the peak magnitude of speech compensation responses to upward and downward pitch shifts was 27.9 and 28.2 cents, whereas in the aphasia group, the peak magnitude of responses was 13.1 and 16.4 cents, respectively. No significant effect of AAF direction or group Â direction interaction was found for the magnitude of speech compensation responses to AAF.
ROI-based lesion-symptom-mapping
In order to carefully examine cortical damage associated with the impairment of speech sensorimotor function, the relative degree of diminished speech compensation magnitude in aphasic compared with the control group was extracted within four different time windows after the onset of pitch-shift stimuli: 1) 50-150 ms for response onset time when speech compensation was initiated, 2) 150-250 ms for response rising time when speech compensation ascended toward the peak, 3) 250-350 ms for response peak time when speech compensation reached the maximum magnitude, and 4) 350-450 ms for response rebound time when speech compensation descended toward the pre-stimulus baseline (see Fig. 4 ). These time windows were chosen based on the range at which speech responses were diminished in the aphasic compared with control group for both AAF directions. For each aphasic participant, diminished responses to AAF were calculated within each time window based on the log-transformed ratio of speech compensation magnitude normalized to the mean of the control group response for both upward and downward pitch shifts using the following formula:
In this formula, X Aphasia is the magnitude of speech compensation response in each participant with aphasia, and X Control is the mean magnitude of speech compensation response in the control group for a given time window. The log-transformation function was used to ensure that the data were normally distributed for statistical analysis.
The ROI-based LSM analysis yielded statistically significant results, revealing localized brain damage associated with diminished compensatory speech responses to AAF. The statistically significant maps for each ROI were calculated using t-scores (df ¼ 14) transformed into standardized z-score brain maps corrected for multiple comparisons. We found that diminished speech responses at the onset time window (50-150 ms) in aphasia was best predicted by damage to the cortical auditory areas in the superior and middle temporal gyrus (z < À2.26, p corrected < 0.05). The anatomical location of the implicated areas is shown in Fig. 5A and B. We found that the extent of damage involving the superior and middle temporal gyri, as measured by the mean lesion volume, was negatively correlated (r (14) ¼ À0.74, p ¼ 0.002) with the magnitude of speech compensation responses (Fig. 5C ), indicating that greater damage to these areas was associated with diminished speech responses to AAF within the onset time window. However, a correlation between participants' aphasia severity (WAB-AQ) scores and their speech AAF responses within the onset time window did not yield significant results (Fig. 5D ).
In the response rising time window (150-250 ms), we found that diminished speech compensation in aphasia was best predicted by damage to the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) primarily on pars orbitalis (z < À2.67, p corrected < 0.05) (Fig. 6A and B) . In addition, the extent of the damage to the pars orbitalis was found to be negatively correlated (r (14) ¼ À0.92, p < 0.001) with the magnitude of speech compensation responses (Fig. 6C) , indicating that larger lesions in this area was associated with diminished speech responses to AAF within the rising time window. Moreover, a significant positive correlation (r (14) ¼ þ0.51, p ¼ 0.043) was found between the overall aphasia severity and speech responses to AAF within the rising time window (Fig. 6D) . Further analysis on sub-scores of the WAB test (fluency, spontaneous speech, comprehension, repetition, and naming) revealed that this latter effect was only accounted for by a significant correlation between speech AAF responses and the WAB scores on the speech repetition task (r (14) ¼ þ0.58, p ¼ 0.017).
Analysis of responses within the peak time window (250-350 ms), revealed that diminished speech compensation in aphasia was best predicted by damage involving the supramarginal gyrus (z < À2.57, p corrected < 0.05). The anatomical location of lesion in this area is shown in Fig. 7A and B. In addition, the extent of damage in this area was found to be negatively correlated (r (14) ¼ À0.84, p < 0.001) with the magnitude of speech compensation responses (Fig. 7C) , indicating that larger lesions in this area was associated with greater degree of diminished speech responses to AAF within the peak time window. Similar to responses in the rising time window, we also found a significant positive correlation (r (14) ¼ þ0.54, p ¼ 0.031) between the overall aphasia severity and speech responses to AAF within the peak time window (Fig. 7D) . We found that this latter effect was accounted for by a significant correlation between speech AAF responses and the WAB scores on the speech repetition task (r (14) ¼ þ0.60, p ¼ 0.015). However, analysis of speech compensation responses within the rebound time window (350-450 ms) did not yield any significant results.
Discussion
In the present study, we utilized an AAF paradigm to investigate the neuroanatomical correlates of brain lesions associated with impaired sensorimotor integration of speech in patients with post-stroke aphasia. Two groups of subjects (aphasia vs. control) were tested during the speech production of a vowel sound when their online auditory feedback was altered using a pitch-shift stimulus. This experimental paradigm allowed us to measure compensatory responses to AAF as an objective biomarker for probing the integrity of sensorimotor mechanisms for speech error detection and motor correction. The behavioral AAF biomarkers were combined with neuroimaging data in stroke survivors to determine lesion predictors of impaired sensorimotor function associated with diminished compensatory responses to speech errors in the auditory feedback. This novel approach delineated neural structures in multimodal sensory, motor, and sensorimotor integration networks that are crucial for neural processing of speech auditory feedback. In addition, we found that the AAF biomarkers described certain aspects of speech fluency deficit in aphasia, as indexed by the participants' scores on the WAB test.
Deficits in speech sensorimotor integration mechanisms have been implicated as underlying certain aspects of the behavioral impairments in aphasia (Hickok and Poeppel, 2000; Hickok et al., , 2011 Buchsbaum et al., 2011) . Integrative models of speech perception and production (Guenther, 2006; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Hickok et al., 2011; Houde and Nagarajan 2011; Hickok, 2012b) argue that auditory and motor phonological systems are co-activated to generate an internal forward prediction about sensory consequences of self-produced speech. Sensory (e.g., auditory) feedback deviations from this internally generated model are flagged as errors and corrected during speech. Impairment of this system has been implicated in conduction aphasia in particular, namely for that population's marked difficulty with speech repetition Josephs et al., 2006; Fridriksson et al., 2010; Buchsbaum et al., 2011; Rogalsky et al., 2015) . What is less well known is the extent to which these deficits are common across aphasia types and how this manifests behaviorally in areas other than speech repetition. In the present study, we aimed to utilize the AAF paradigm to develop behavioral biomarkers of speech sensorimotor impairment and study their relationship with anatomical lesions in a diverse group of aphasic patients to address this question with specific focus on the role of auditory feedback for speech error detection and correction.
The results from this study suggest that damage to neural networks within the superior temporal gyrus (STG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and supramarginal gyrus predict distinct aspects of impaired sensorimotor function for speech error processing in aphasia, at least when sensorimotor impairment is defined and measured by diminished speech compensation responses to AAF in aphasia versus the unimpaired control group. Our data revealed that different time scales of compensatory responses to speech errors in the auditory feedback are influenced by damage to distinct neural networks within sensory, motor, and sensorimotor integration regions. By dividing the compensation period into onset, rise, peak, and rebound time windows, we identified that deficits in initiation of speech compensation in the early phases of error processing in a time window between 50 and 150 ms after the AAF stimulus onset was best predicted by damage to auditory cortical areas on the superior and middle temporal gyrus. These areas are traditionally identified to be involved in speech monitoring and sensory detection of feedback errors (Behroozmand et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2013; Greenlee et al., 2013; Niziolek and Guenther, 2013) , and our data suggest that the early phase of speech motor output is strongly dependent upon sensory input provided by the auditory cortex to the motor system. However, we found that later stages of speech compensation were dependent upon other areas within the sensorimotor network. Our data showed that deficits in the rising phase of speech compensation magnitude (150-250 ms) was strongly dependent upon neural structures on the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), which is critical for motor planning and programming of speech Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Hickok et al., 2011; Houde and Nagarajan 2011; Houde and Chang, 2015) . In fact, this finding emphasizes the important role of IFG in speech motor control because the rising phase of speech compensation coincides with the fastest rate of changes in speech output (largest slope of behavioral response), which requires the greatest degree of motor precision for driving corrective commands in response to AAF. We also found that damage to the supramarginal gyrus was the best predictor of impaired sensorimotor function at the peak of speech compensation magnitude to AAF. This latter finding suggests that the supramarginal gyrus may serve as a neural interface for sensorimotor integration to compare the neural representation of speech targets with their sensory feedback to determine the extent to which the goals of the motor task are accomplished. This notion is corroborated by the anatomical overlap between the supramarginal gyrus ROI in the present study and the area Spt in the left planum temporale region (Tourville et al., 2008; Buchsbaum et al., 2011) , which has been proposed to be an interface for the integration of sensory and speech-related motor representations. Our observation related to the correlation between diminished speech responses at the peak of compensation and damage to the supramarginal gyrus corroborates this latter notion because the compensation peak can be representative of the intended speech motor target in response to AAF, and therefore, damage to this region can impair sensorimotor integration mechanisms involved in speech error detection and correction relative to the intended target.
The proposed notion with respect to the role of regions involved in sensorimotor mechanisms of speech error processing is further supported by our correlation results between speech compensation and the overall aphasia severity. Our data showed that damage to the IFG and supramarginal gyrus was the best predictor of diminished responses to AAF at the rising phase and the peak of compensation, which were directly correlated with speech repetition measured on the WAB test. In fact, among the WAB sub-scores (i.e. fluency, spontaneous speech, comprehension, repetition, and naming), speech repetition was the strongest indicator of sensorimotor integration as it reflects functional mechanisms that are involved in sensory processing of auditory target sounds, auditory-to-motor transformation, and speech motor production of auditory targets. Based on these results, we argue that our correlation results emphasize the role of IFG and supramarginal gyrus in integrative sensorimotor functions associated with speech error correction in response to AAF.
The findings of our study can be discussed in the context of current integrative models of speech processing (Guenther, 2006; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Hickok et al., 2011; Houde and Nagarajan 2011; Hickok, 2012b) . According to these models, speech function is regulated by a complex network distributed over multimodal sensorimotor brain areas. Insights into the neuroanatomical areas involved in sensorimotor processing of speech are provided by recent fMRI studies in unimpaired speakers (Tourville et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2010; Parkinson et al., 2012; Behroozmand et al., 2015) . These studies have suggested that areas within the auditory cortex, including superior and middle temporal gyrus are involved in processing speech auditory feedback. It has been proposed that the auditory representation of speech acoustics in the left superior temporal sulcus (STS) and posterior planum temporale are translated into motor representations in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), premotor and motor cortex for planning and production of speech (Buchsbaum et al., 2001 (Buchsbaum et al., , 2005 Hickok et al., 2003) . This sensory-tomotor translation was suggested to be mediated via an area that lies at the notch of the left Sylvian fissure at the temporal and parietal junction (area Spt) Hickok, 2012a Hickok, , 2012b . Area Spt has also been suggested to serve as one potential neural interface at which motor predictions are transmitted to the auditory cortex. This neural interaction is suggested to provide the bases for sensorimotor mechanisms of speech auditory feedback processing. In relevance to the proposed role of these areas in speech error processing, we suggest that our data support the notion that damage to the STG and MTG areas impairs sensory processing of auditory feedback, whereas damage to the IFG are associated with motor impairment of speech production and generation of predictions for top-down motor control of speech. In addition, we suggest that damage to the supramarginal gyrus, which partially overlaps with neural structures in area Spt, accounts for the impairment of sensorimotor integration function involved in comparative analysis of motor prediction and sensory feedback during speech motor control. In fact, these notions are corroborated by behavioral impairment of sensorimotor function, as indexed by diminished speech compensation responses to AAF in patients with aphasia compared with the unimpaired control group.
However, except for damage to the network involving STG, MTG, IFG, and supramarginal gyrus, our lesion-symptom-mapping analysis did not identify lesion predictors in other areas to account for impaired sensorimotor function and diminished speech responses to AAF. We believe a number of reasons may explain this limitation for identifying brain regions involved in speech AAF responses as revealed using lesion anatomy in the present study and other areas highlighted using different techniques, such as functional neuroimaging (fMRI) in previous studies. First, one limitation with the present study was that the aphasic participants in our sample either did not have damage in certain locations of their brain (e.g., SMA, ACC etc.), or the overlap in those regions did not reach the threshold to be included in the ROI analysis. This effect is a common limitation to many lesion studies conducted in stroke survivors, in whom the anatomical distribution of damage relies on constraints imposed by cerebrovascular anatomy. This means that vascular lesions typically involve multiple structures within the same vascular perfusion bed, and this frequent co-occurrence of damaged regions prevents the statistical discrimination of the involved anatomical structures. This issue might be compounded by our relatively small sample size and stringent statistical thresholding (to control for familywise error), limiting our statistical power in regions with low injury incidence. Second, most previous studies involving AAF have been conducted in unimpaired neurotypical individuals who did not suffer from pathologically-altered brain networks involved in sensorimotor integration of speech. In fact, many of those studies attempted to identify the underlying neural structures of speech sensorimotor integration by comparing functional neural activities for altered vs. normal auditory feedback (NAF) in which NAF served as control for the AAF condition. However, in the present study, we used data in a clinical population with aphasia that exhibited diminished speech responses to AAF compared with an unimpaired control group, and we used speech compensation ratio to determine the degree of their sensorimotor impairment to identify brain regions involved in speech error processing. This approach enabled us to overcome the limitation of previous studies and directly address the question as to what brain areas are the best predictors of impaired speech sensorimotor function during the AAF task. In addition, by examining the relationship between diminished speech AAF responses at multiple time points (i.e., onset, rise, peak, and rebound) and lesion locations, our data provided more detailed insights into the temporal dynamics of impaired sensorimotor processing and the brain networks driving speech compensatory responses in different time scales. Third, we emphasize that it is important to interpret the results of our analysis in the context of the relationship between behavioral impairment associated with speech sensorimotor deficit and lesion anatomy in our examined sample size. Analysis of the behavioral responses revealed that patients with post-stroke aphasia exhibited a gradient pattern of speech compensation responses to AAF stimuli. This pattern ranged from poor to mediate and strong responses relative to those produced by neurologically intact control group. This gradient pattern was indexed by a range of small, medium and large numbers calculated using the log-transformed speech compensation ratio. As revealed by the correlation analysis, patients with more severe degrees of behavioral impairment showed a greater extent of lesion in specific ROIs depending on the time course of the corresponding speech compensation responses. This pattern revealed that lesion volume in areas within the auditory, motor and auditory-motor integration networks was significantly (and negatively) correlated with behavioral performance on the speech AAF task. In fact, examining the correlation between lesion volume and behavioral impairment was driven by data extracted from NiiStat toolbox in which the overall lesion size was included as a co-variate and its effect has been factored out from the LSM analysis. This approach helped ensure that significant correlation results were driven by focal lesions within specific ROIs rather than the overall lesion size for individual stroke patients. However, it is important to note that the observed variability in speech compensation responses in our relatively small sample size (n ¼ 16) can potentially be affected by the variable nature of behavioral impairment in stroke patients with aphasia (i.e. poor, moderate, and strong responses to AAF). We acknowledge this as a potential limitation in the present study and believe that future studies including larger sample sizes will give more definitive results to unravel the relationship between lesion anatomy and behavioral speech impairment in patients with post-stroke aphasia. Lastly, the inherent differences in the nature of lesion data compared with functional activity measured using fMRI may partially account for the observed differences. In fact, the fMRI measures blood oxygenation level that not only reflects neural activity in a focal brain region, but also relies on the interaction of that region with other brain areas within a distributed network subserving a specific behavioral function. In contrast, lesion data is different from fMRI in a sense that it does not directly reflect network connectivity and only relies on focal structural damage within multiple regions affected by stroke. The combination of these mentioned factors may explain why certain areas identified in previous studies were not highlighted in the results of our lesion-symptom-mapping analysis in the present study. In addition, we argue that collecting a larger sample size in the future may help us overcome some of these limitations by increasing the power of our statistical analysis using the ROI-based approach, and provide a more comprehensive overview of brain structures involved in speech sensorimotor processing.
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